Abstract. There is an abundance of temporal and non-temporal data in banking (and other industries), but such temporal activity data can not be used directly with classical machine learning models. In this work, we perform extensive feature extraction from the temporal user activity data in an attempt to predict user visits to different branches and credit card upselling as part of ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge 2016. Our solution ranked 4 th for Task 1 and achieved an AUC of 0.7056 for Task 2 on public leaderboard.
Introduction
The aim of this work was to investigate how to extract information from temporal data in the form of fixed-length feature vectors, which both summarize and preserve discernible information, and which can subsequently be used with known machine learning models to solve regression and classification tasks. There have been some works on input representation learning from time series data using deep learning in the recent past [2] , but no general framework in the area of feature extraction from discrete temporal data has been developed to the best of our knowledge.
The experiments done in this work are related to the two tasks of ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge 2016 1 :
-Task 1: Predict the five most visited branches per user along with the corresponding number of visits -Task 2: Predict the future credit card buyers based on past activity
Proposed Method
We explored two different directions of experimentation: 1) with extracting new features and 2) with different regression (for Task 1) and classification (for Task 2) models. In some of the experiments, we also used (unsupervised) clustering techniques as it would be explained later in Sections 2.2 and 3.
Data Pre-processing
User info and activity data contained some missing values denoted with "-". Additionally, there were users without any activities (4,5% for train and 23,5% for test set). We handled these by replacing missing values with brand new categories for categorical variables and for other variables we simply replaced missing values with zeros. On top of this, in test set, "AGE CAT" feature contained some missing values but since these were few (only 638 out of 191237), we replaced these with the most frequent category (which happened to be "b" with 104832 users). We performed label encoding and one-hot encoding for all categorical features. We experimented with scaling for generalized models and logarithm for power-law distributed features, but without success. Since no branch related activities were available in the test set, we completely omitted this data during model construction phase. For the same reason, we were not considering data referring to credit card usage and wealth of customer for second half of 2014.
Feature Extraction
Our idea was to start simple and gradually generate and employ additional informative features, mainly from activity data, with intention to retain particularities of distinct activities. Following list provides feature extraction sequence and feature sets (FS) for our cross-validation experiments (each step, except the first one, comprises previous step features enriched with new one(s)): • Number of months user is categorized as "wealthy" -FS4: Three features based on inter-activities time (measured in days):
• Mean inter-activity time per user • Standard deviation of inter-activity time per user • User u activity clumpiness [1] C u , defined as:
, where x u i is i th occurrence of activity for user u, n u is number of activities of user u and N is potential number of activities (since we consider only days and first half of the year, in our case N=181) -FS5: Two features: • Average Euclidean distance between user geolocation and user activity geolocation • Average ratio of user location-activity distance and total number of user activities (zero, if user had no activities)
-FS6: Two trend features per each of "AMT CAT" and "MC CAT": • Ratio of positive changes of variable in user activity sequence • Ratio of negative changes of variable in user activity sequence Despite the absence of exact amount, "AMT CAT" is ordinal variable taking values "a"-low, "b"-medium, "c"-high, so we could observe positive/negative trends; for "MC CAT", we assumed that categories "a"-"j" also represent some kind of ordinal data (e.g. increasing solvency of the user) -FS7: Minimal Euclidean distance between mean user activity geolocation and branches geolocations -FS8: Cluster assignment based on k-means clustering of users geolocations -FS9: Distance between user geolocation and geolocation of the branch for which we try to make visits prediction -FS10: Distance between mean user activity geolocation and geolocation of the branch for which we try to make visits prediction
Models
For model construction for Task 1, we experimented with several regressors available in Python Scikit library: Random Forest Regressor (RFR), Adaptive Boosting Regressor (ABR) and Gradient Boosting Regressor (GBR). We trained 323 regressors (1 per each branch), selecting as final result 5 most visited branches. These 323 models were processed in parallel using multiprocessing 2 . We also experimented with Neural Nets (NN) using Theano-based Lasagne library. For Task 2, we used equivalent classification models (RFC, ABC, GBC), Logistic Regression and Neural Nets.
Experimental Results
Apart from mentioned supervised techniques, in our initial attempts we tried applying k-means clustering on user info data for Task 1, hoping that similarities between users can prove to be significant. We also experimented with BIRCH clustering algorithm and tried to combine clustering results obtained using only user geolocation features with clustering results obtained using all available user information. Unfortunately, and despite trying different number of clusters, in both cases results were unsatisfactory.
The cross validation results obtained per each task using different methods and feature sets can be seen in Table 1 . We omitted Neural Network results for Task 1 and Logistic Regression results for Task 2, since they performed significantly worse than the other methods, despite our efforts to tune parameters. The best result for Task 1 was achieved using GBR with all generated features and normalizing target variable. We also tried stacking a Ridge regression on the output of GBR to utilize the dependence between branch visits, but, contrary to our expectations, the results did not indicate the presence of such dependence.
For Task 2, displayed results for Neural Network refer to one hidden layer with tangent hyperbolic non-linearity. We experimented with dropout for regularization, but without success. We did not consider FS9 and FS10 interesting for Task 2. The best cross validation result for Task 2 was obtained for GBC for FS1 and FS8. Our best public board submission was obtained by performing ensemble of the best four submissions. It is worth mentioning that we achieved better performance by considering as positive users those who bought credit cards in 2015, instead of just restricting them to second half of 2014. 
Conclusion
In this work, we extract different components of the temporal data to prepare fixed-length feature vectors that can be utilized with well-known machine learning models. Public leaderboard results suggest that this level of complexity suffices for scoring high in Task 1. For Task 2, our cross validation results indicate an even better performance than obtained on public leaderboard, especially as current public leaderboard evaluation is based on only 30% of test dataset.
